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ABSTRACT

In this paper we address the issue of producing automatic video abstracts in the video indexing
context of animated movies. For a quick browse of the movie’s visual content, we create first
a storyboard-like summary, which follows the movie events by providing one key frame for each
particular scene. To capture the shot visual activity, we use histograms of cumulative inter-frame
distances and key frames are adapted to histogram mode distribution. Secondly, for a ”sneak peak”
of the movie’s exciting action content, we propose a trailer-like video skim, which aims at providing
only the most interesting parts of the movie. Our method is based on a relatively standard approach,
thus highlighting action through the analysis of the movie rhythm and visual activity information.
To fit every movie content, including predominant static movies or movies without exciting parts,
the concept of action gets tuned according to movie average rhythm. The efficiency of our approach
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has been confirmed through several user studies, directly by the ”consumers of the product”, i.e.
the end-users.
Keywords: video highlight, video skim, video summary, video trailer, action content, visual
activity, user evaluation campaign, animated movies.
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Introduction

Thanks to recent advances in multimedia technology, e.g. higher storage capacities, faster networking, better performance portable devices, video information becomes accessible to almost everyone.
Video information is massive data, for instance, only one minute of video is the equivalent of up to
1.800 static images. Nowadays, video databases (e.g. news videos, sport videos, music videos, etc.)
may contain as many as thousands and thousands of videos.
This information is not a problem for the available computational infrastructure, which can
handle such huge amounts of data successfully, but for the human factor. For instance, browsing
the database in the search for a specific movie or a particular scene, can be a tricky task, as it
requires to visualize movie contents. Visualizing each movie, is, first of all, inefficient, due to data
redundancy, and also, can be very time consuming, as one may require months to proceed all the
video footage.
For addressing this issue, movie abstracts are one efficient solution. A movie abstract is a
compact representation of the original video, significantly shorter, which ideally preserves at least
some of the essential parts of the original video [1]. Therefore, a movie abstract provides a fast and
efficient representation of the original video content.
There are two fundamentally different kinds of video abstracts. The still-image abstracts, known
as video summaries, are a small collection of salient images (i.e. key frames) that best represent all
the underlying content or only certain scenes of interest. Basically, the existing methods differ in
the way the key frames are extracted [6] [22]. For instance, in [7] key frames are extracted using
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derivatives on a curve of characteristic frame vectors, in [8] the key frame extraction process is
compared to TF-IDF (Term-Frequency Inverse Document Frequency) text searching mechanism,
and key frames are selected at shot level as frames having a reduced frame coverage of the rest of
the movie, [9] uses the Sequence Reconstruction Error (SRE) which measures the capacity of the
summary of reconstructing the original movie contents, while [11] tackles the key frame extraction
process with the help of mathematical modeling.
On the other hand, the moving-image abstracts, or video skims, consist on a collection of image
sequences. Therefore, a video skim is, itself, a video sequence. One simple and straightforward
method to create a movie skim is to include some of the neighborhood frames (i.e. a frame interval)
of the key frames extracted using a video summary technique [13]. However, the complexity of a
video skim yields some more developed approaches. The existing video skimming techniques are
addressing two different approaches, thus: summary sequences, which are classic abstracts covering
the entire movie contents, and movie highlights, which only summarize some of the most interesting
parts of the movie [14]. Video highlighting techniques are related to the characteristics of the events,
which are to be considered as representatives for the underlying movie content [6]. Therefore, the
existing approaches are application dependent.
Several approaches have been tackled, for instance [15] addresses the skimming of sport videos
and the video highlight extraction is performed on the events which trigger particular reactions from
the public, e.g. applause or cheering, [16] considers only the movie segments which produce certain
reactions from the narrator/commentator, e.g. exciting, [17] uses for the video highlight, only the
movie segments which are emphasized by specific editing techniques, e.g. a high cut frequency,
presence of text or the replay of certain scenes, or [18] where the selected movie segments are the
ones which have specific viewing patterns, e.g. most often viewed by the user.
Having the two available abstraction techniques, i.e. video summaries and video skims, due to
their major differences in terms of the information they provide, one may be tempted to choose
one as being the most reliable and complete, i.e. video skims. In fact, in the context of indexing,
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both types of abstracts are as much necessary, being efficient in almost complementary situations.
Both video abstraction techniques have been used extensively with content-based video indexing
systems [2], for now more than one decade, to reduce the browsing time, to improve the quality of
the search as well as to reduce the computational complexity by replacing the original movie in the
processing steps.
Static abstracts, or video summaries, are easy to compute, as they contain only the visual
information of the movie. Depending on the application, the computational complexity can be
very reduced without significant quality loss. For instance, a quick summary can be produced by
retaining one image per shot (e.g. central image, random image, median image, etc.). Also, video
summaries are easy to visualize, being a collection of static images. In this case, there is no need
for synchronizing or temporizing the data. Finally, video summaries can be close to the storyboard
of the movie (images showing the order of the scenes of the film), thus providing information about
the movie key scenes [34]. Therefore, certain types of movie summaries may come in handy when
the user wants to make a fast impression, ”in the blink of an eye”, on the movie contents, and does
not want to spend precious time visualizing some movie clips.
On the other hand, the possibly higher computational effort during the skimming process, pays
off during the playback time. It is obvious that it is more natural and more interesting for the user
to watch a trailer than a slide show of static images [1]. Video skims make more sense, as they
provide one movie with fundamental information, which is the dynamic/motion content. Video
skims, and particularly video highlights, are efficient when the user wants to quickly browse for the
movie action content, as they tend to remove unexciting and redundant movie parts [19]. Their main
disadvantage is, in general, their higher computational complexity, compared to video summaries,
and the need of tackling the issue of synchronizing sound and image.
What comes next in this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 reviews the literature on
the subject of the paper and connects it to our contributions. Section 3 aims at familiarizing the
reader with the characteristics of the animation domain. In Section 4 we present an overview of our
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approach. Section 5 covers the video temporal segmentation. In Section 6 we describe the proposed
approach for highlighting action content using movie rhythm, while in Section 7 we discuss the use
of visual activity information to enhance the previous determined action information. Section 8
deals with the construction of the video trailer and the storyboard-like summary. In Section 9 we
present and discuss the experimental results. Finally, the conclusions and future work are discussed
in Section 10.

2

Related work

Movie trailers are a particular case of video highlights. They are formally defined as being a short
promotional film composed of clips showing highlights of a movie due for release in the near future.
In general, they present some of the most exciting action parts of the movie, in order to capture the
viewer attention. Currently, the manual production of this type of video abstract is quite a costly
creative process, in terms of human resources and also, as it is time consuming. For instance, to
produce a trailer for a short animated movie (less than 10 minutes), an expert may need as long as
up to 5-6 hours [3]. Therefore, automatic approaches are more than welcome.
Unfortunately, building automatic movie trailers, similar to the ones, a human may generate, is
still an open issue. This requires the fully understanding of the movie grammar, which is limited
with today’s scientific progress [24]. However, to cope with this issue, the few existing approaches
are either developed in restraint conditions, e.g. they are application dependent and use ”a priori”
data or the expertise of the domain (close captions, electronic guides, etc.), or aim to only assist
the manual movie trailer production.
Little work has been reported to date on automatically generating movie trailers [23] [25] [24] [26].
The method proposed in [23] first selects clips from the original video based on the detection of
special events: dialogs, shots, explosions, text occurrences and general action indicators. An editing
model is used then to assemble those clips into the movie trailer, e.g. dialog clips are merged with
other dialog clips using gradual transition, while dialog clips and event clips are merged together
5

using cuts.
The approach proposed in [25] is based on sets of rules or grammars which encapsulate the
theory of the film composition. They analyze action movies in terms of shot change detection, the
MPEG-7 measurement of motion activity and a set of audio features based on the energy of the
audio signal, which combined, form a feature, referred to as movie tempo. The movie trailer is
composed of those video shots which have a tempo value greater than a certain threshold.
A similar approach is proposed in [24], in which shots are selected from the movie to assist in
the creation of video trailers. A set of audiovisual features are extracted from the movie temporal
structure (video transitions), audio track (type) and motion information (motion intensity, camera
movement), to model the characteristics of typical trailer shots. The relevant shots are then obtained
through a Support Vector Machine classification process. One particularity of this approach consists
in its validation, which is performed by comparing the proposed trailers against genuine commercial
trailers.
Another example is the method proposed in [26], which tackles the production of TV program
trailers (short video clips to advertise the program) using descriptions from electronic program
guides. Two methods are discussed. The first one, is based on the sentence similarity between
the close captions and the introductory text of the target program. The similarity is evaluated
with Bayesian belief networks. The second method extracts several sentences which have the same
textual features as those of a general introductory text, and determines the corresponding video
sections.
In this paper we propose an unified approach for generating automatic movie trailers and
storyboard-like summaries in the context of content-based retrieval of animated movies. This is
an extension of the work proposed in [27] [31], and pushes forward the efforts of developing tools for
accessing the contents of animated movies at a semantic level [21] [10], by tackling the content-based
browsing issue.
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The ”International Animated Film Festival”, managed by CITIA [3], is an yearly festival, which
has taken place in Annecy (France), since 1960. It is one of the major events in the worldwide
animated movie entertainment, being the equivalent of the ”International Festival of Cannes” in
the animation industry. Every year, hundreds of movies, from all over the world, are competing. A
few years ago, CITIA had the initiative of digitizing most movies, to compose one of the first digital
animated movie libraries. Today, this library accounts for more than 31.000 movie titles, 22.924
companies and 60.879 professionals, which are to be available, online, for a general and professional
use, through the ”Animaquid” [20] indexing system. For the moment, the existing indexing tools,
are limited to use only the textual information mainly provided by movie authors, which in many
cases does not totally apply to the rich artistic content of the animated movies from [3]. The
artistic content is strongly related to visual information, which gets poorly described with textual
information.
Therefore, having for each movie, a trailer-like abstract or a collection of key frames which
follow the movie event evolution available, should be an ideal way of accessing its content in a
content-based retrieval system, like ”Animaquid” [20].
Our movie trailer approach is based on highlighting the movie action segments by analyzing
the movie, both at inter-shot and inter-frame level. At inter-shot level action is detected by selecting movie segments with a high frequency of video transitions over a certain time-window. A
more accurate detection is performed at frame-level, at which the visual activity is captured with
histograms of cumulative inter-frame distances. For the proposed video summary, the key frames
are extracted according to each scene, in the storyboard manner. On the other hand, the movie
trailer is produced for each action segment by retaining, a percentage of its frames, which gets tuned
according to each shot visual activity level.
Globally, this is not a particularly new idea, being more or less adopted by some of the previous
mentioned approaches, e.g. [25]. The novelty of this work is rather in the efficiency of this relatively
standard approach, when transposed and adapted to the specificity of the animation domain. To
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solve the problem of producing trailers for movies with a predominant static content, for which the
notion of trailer is rather ambiguous, we adapt the action detection to movie contents, as we cannot
speak of action segments or exciting scenes. The performance of our approach has been confirmed
through several user studies, directly by the ”consumers of the product”, i.e. the end-users.

3

Peculiarity of animated movies

Animated movies from CITIA [3] are different from classic animation movies (i.e. cartoons) or from
natural movies, in many respects [10]. We present some of the main issues:
• length: the target animated movies are short-reel movies, e.g. less than 17 minutes;
• events: we mainly deal with fiction or abstract movies, therefore there are no physical rules;

Figure 1: Various animation techniques (from left to right and top to bottom): paper drawing,
object animation, 3D synthesis, glass painting, plasticine modeling and color salts CITIA [3].
• characters: if any, can take any shape or color;
• motion: could be discontinuous, depending on the animation technique, while the predominant
motion tends to be the object/character motion [33];
• animation techniques: a large variety of animation techniques are employed, see Figure 1;
• visual effects: usually, there are a lot of color effects [28];
• artistic concepts: the movies are artistic creations, therefore artistic concepts are used, e.g.
painting concepts, theatrical concepts, etc.;
8

• colors: are selected and mixed by the artists to express particular feelings or to induce particular impressions, therefore each movie has a specific color palette [10];
• content: is very varied, some animation experts say that more than 30% of the animated
movies from CITIA [3], cannot be summarized as their content is singular.

Some examples are illustrated in Figure 1. Despite the complexity of the content, in our approach
we consider some simplifications. For instance, we deal with short animated movies, i.e. less than
15-17 minutes, which reduces the dispersion of the action segments, within the movie. Also, most
of the movies are without dialog or commentary (e.g. from the 52 test movies from [10], only 8
had dialogs), therefore, in our approach, the sound is disregarded, and consequently the issue of
image-sound synchronization.

4

Overview of the proposed approach

The proposed unified approach for video abstraction is based on highlighting the movie’s action
segments, both at shot and frame level [27] [31]. It uses several analysis steps, which are described
in Figure 2.
First, the movie is divided into shots by detecting the video transitions, i.e. cuts, fades, dissolves
and specific color effects. Through test shows that, in general, action content is related to video
parts presenting a high frequency of shot changes over a certain time unit, that is, a high rhythm
of the succeeding events. To detect it, we perform an inter-shot analysis, which consists in a four
step detection algorithm (thresholding action, merging, clearing and removing segments). In our
scenario, we consider action, any rhythm, which is different from the average movie tempo. This
provides a rough localization, within the movie, of almost all the representative/action parts.
Another processing step, is the inter-frame analysis. This aims at providing more details on
the visual activity at shot level, information which is absent with inter-shot analysis. For that,
we compute cumulative inter-frame distance histograms, which capture the variability of the shot
9
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inter-shot analysis

action clip 1
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shot N

inter-frame analysis

action clip M

cumulative hist.

retaining sub-sequences

shape analysis

Movie trailer

Movie summary

Figure 2: The diagram of the proposed video abstraction approach.
contents.
For the video summary, key frames are extracted, from each shot, using different approaches,
according to the shape of the cumulative histograms. This adaptive strategy produces one key
frame in general for each different visual scene, in the storyboard manner.
For the movie trailer we use, at the same time, action clips and cumulative histograms. The
movie trailer is produced by retaining for each action clip, a percentage of its frames, which is tuned
according to the shape of the histogram. Therefore, high activity shots have a more important
contribution to the trailer than the static ones. Each processing step is discussed in the sequel of
the paper.

5

Temporal segmentation

The temporal segmentation of the movie is a fundamental processing step, required by most of the
existing video analysis techniques [32], as it provides the movie basic temporal unit structure, or
shot structure. Roughly speaking, the temporal segmentation means detecting the video transitions,
which make the connections between different shots.
10

The methods we use, were specially designed to cope with the peculiarity of animated movies
(see Section 3). First, we detect, jointly, cuts (or sharp transitions, which are the most frequent
transitions), and an animated movie specific color effect, namely SCC (”short-in-time dramatic
color change”, e.g. explosion, lightning, etc.). We use the histogram-based approach proposed
in [28]. From the existing gradual transitions, we detect the most representatives for the animated
movies, namely: fades (i.e. fade-in and fade-out) and dissolves. Fade detection is performed with
an adaptation of the pixel-level statistical approach proposed in [29], while dissolve detection is
based on the evaluation of fading pixels proposed in [30]. Detailed information about the detection
of video transitions, as well as several experimental results are presented in [5].
Video transitions are then synchronized with the respect to the movie time axis. Video shots
are determined as being the video segments which lie between two successive video transitions,
according to some constraints (e.g. black frames between transitions are removed, transitions frames
are removed, etc.).
To assist in the detection of the movie action clips, we construct, what we call, a visual annotation graph of the movie temporal structure. The annotation graph describes the movie temporal
evolution as a time-continuous signal, of a certain arbitrary amplitude (e.g. 1), which is interrupted
by transitions back and forth to zero, corresponding to the occurrence of video transitions (a particular case are the SCC color effects which are depicted as small peaks, see Figure 5). This graph
provides the density of video transitions during the movie. The next section will describe the use
of the annotation graph to determine action clips.

6

Highlighting action

The inter-shot analysis aims at highlighting the movie action parts, which, in general, in the animated movies from CITIA [3], are related to a high frequency of shot changes. This is a relatively
standard confirmed approach which is used with the production of movie trailers [25].
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Several experiments were conducted to study the correlation between, action and shot change
density, which is measured with two action indicators, as follows.

6.1

Measuring rhythm

First, we define a basic indicator, related to the movie temporal structure, which measures, what
we call, the movie change rhythm. This indicator, denoted ζT (i), represents the relative number of
shot changes occurring within the time interval of T seconds, starting from frame at time index i.
Regarding ζT (i) from the point of view of a discrete random variable, its distribution over the entire
movie, can be estimated by computing ζT (i) for all the movie time windows of size T . In order to
do so, we use a certain processing step τ , as described with Figure 3.
T

0

i

i+t

...

i+k .t

Tmovie

Figure 3: Measuring ζT (i) with a step τ (the oX axis is the temporal axis, T is the window size, k
is a positive integer and Tmovie is the movie length).
Having the distribution of ζT (i), we define a second action indicator further denoted mean shot
change speed, v̄T , which is given by the following equation:
v̄T = E{ζT (i)} =

TX
·25

t · fζT (i) (t)

(1)

t=1

in which T · 25 represents the number of frames of the time window (at 25 fps) and fζT (i) is the
probability density of ζT (i) given by:
fζT (i) (t) =

1 X
δ(ζT (i) − t)
NT i∈WT

(2)

in which NT is the total number of time windows of size T seconds, i is the starting frame of the
current analyzed time window (containing ζT (i) shot changes), WT is the set of all analyzed time
windows and δ(t) = 1 if t = 0 and 0 otherwise.
We can note that:
NT = (Tmovie − T )/τ + 1
12

(3)

in which Tmovie is the movie length in seconds.
Defined in this way, v̄T represents the average number of shot changes over the time interval T
for the entire movie, being a measure of the movie global tempo [21]. High values of v̄T indicate
a movie with a general high change ratio, while small values typically correspond to movies with
predominant long and static shots (a reduced number of scenes).
Concerning the tuning of the two action indicators, i.e. ζT (i) and v̄T , the choice of parameter
T , empirically set to T = 5s, is discussed with subsection 6.3, as it is related to the granularity of
the resulted action clips.
For determining the right value of the second parameter, thus the processing step τ , we compute
v̄T for a small set of representative animated movies with τ ranging from 1/25 (temporal windows are
superimposing, the delay is of only one frame) to 5 (τ = T , temporal windows are not superposing
each other, being disjunctive), with a step of one frame, i.e. 1/25 seconds. Some of the results are
depicted in Figure 4.
Francois le Vaillant
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Figure 4: Evaluating v̄T for different values of the processing step τ (the oY axis corresponds to v̄T
while the oX axis to τ , the graph average value is depicted with the red line, movies from [4]).
One may observe that, globally, v̄T tends to scatter from the average value, proportionally with
the increase of the step τ , and thus with the decrease of the number of particular realizations of the
random variable ζT (i). However, for almost any interval of τ values, at any scale, some of the v̄T
values always stay close to the average. Therefore, we conclude that the most accurate estimation
of v̄T is near the average, being archived for the maximum number of time windows, and thus the
smallest processing step, i.e. τ = 1/25 seconds (a step of one frame).
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6.2

Shot change vs. action

Having a measure of the movie shot change ratio over the time unit, ζT (i), as well as of the movie
global change rhythm, v̄T , we should address the issue of how these parameters are related to action
content.
For that, we have conducted an experimental test on a small set of animated movies (8 movies
from Folimage [4] and Pixar Animation Company). Several people were asked to manually browse
the movie contents and to classify them, if possible, into three action categories, namely: ”hot
action”, ”regular action” and ”low action”. These categories have the following meaning: ”hot
action” corresponds to movie segments with an intense action content (e.g. fast changes, fast
motion, visual effects, etc.), ”regular action” stands for common action segments (e.g. dialogs
scenes, regular events, etc.) and ”low action” is mainly for static scenes.
For each manually labeled action segment, we compute the mean shot change ratio, v̄T , to
capture the corresponding changing rhythm. Some of the results are presented in Table 1. Then,
we compute the overall v̄T mean values over all the segments within each action category, as well
as the standard deviation. Having these pieces of information, we determine the intervals of ζT (i)
values which correspond to each type of action content, as [E{v̄T } − σv̄T ; E{v̄T } + σv̄T ]. The results
are synthesized with Table 2.
Therefore, a movie content rich in action is represented with values of ζT (i) starting, around
2.8, a regular action content is represented with ζT (i) between 1.6 and 2.3 and low action content
has values of ζT (i) less than 0.7. Values of ζT (i) which do not fall in the previously determined
intervals, correspond more or less to ambiguous action contents, which are difficult to be classified
in one of the three ”a priori” classes.
The proposed movie trailer aims at presenting, first of all, the action segments, denoted as ”hot
action”, but as well as some of the ”regular action” parts. The direct use of the previously computed
intervals of ζT (i), to determine the action content, could be inefficient, especially for the animated
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movies which do not include ”hot action” segments or even ”regular action”, or for some reasons,
do not fall precisely in these intervals. In our approach, we prefer to sacrifice the universality of
the method for the sake of an adaptive approach, which will fit every movie content. The method
is described with the following.

6.3

Determining action clips

We consider, generically, an action clip, a movie segment for which the frequency of changes, i.e.
the value of ζT (i), is greater than the movie average value, i.e. v̄T . In other words, we consider
action everything that is different from the common movie change rhythm.
For a regular movie, i.e. a movie following the classical narrative scheme, v̄T will be placed
somewhere in the ”regular action” interval (e.g. ”François le Vaillant”, ”Circuit Marine”, see Figure
4 and Table 2), which corresponds to action groundtruth and thus to our goal. On the other hand,
for non-regular movies, e.g. predominant static movies, the notion of trailer is ambiguous, as we
cannot speak of action segments or exciting scenes. However, in this case a trailer will present, not
the explosive parts which are missing, but some of the movie representative parts. The proposed
approach does this by adapting to the contents.
The previously determined action levels get adapted, being translated according to v̄T value,
thus ”low action” is a rhythm below the average, ”regular action” is around the average and
consequently ”hot action” is above the average. The main advantage of this approach is that every
movie, regardless the narrative content, gets represented in the trailer with its most ”uncommon”
parts.
The action clips are highlighted on the visual annotation graph (see Section 5) using the following
four-step algorithm:

• a. thresholding: first, we define a binary signal, as a function of frame index, thus:
action(i) =

(
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1 if ζT (i) > v̄T
0 otherwise

(4)

in which i represents the index of current frame. Defined in this way, action(i) captures only
the movie segments which present a relatively high number of shot changes (greater than
the movie average, as stated before). Using, action(i), action clips are determined, on a first
iteration, as time continuous intervals of 1 values. The process is illustrated in Figure 5, graph
a.

a
b
c
d

SCC

action clips

cut

Figure 5: Action highlighting using the visual annotation graph: the oX axis is the time axis, a − d
denote the processing steps, the red line is the temporal annotation graph (vertical lines correspond
to video transitions) and the green line represents the action(i) binary signal (T = 5 seconds, movie
”François le Vaillant” [4]).

• b. merging: the SCC color effects [28] are marked as action segments, as they contain
exciting visual information. Then, the neighbor action clips, at a time distance below than T
seconds (the size of the time window) are merged together to form a single action clip. This
step allows us to remove the gaps may appear after the thresholding step and thus to reduce
the over-segmentation. See Figure 5, graph b.
• c. clearing: the small action clips, with a length below than the analysis window, are being
erased. This step allows us to remove the small spikes from the function action(i) and thus
to remove unnoticeable and irrelevant action segments. See Figure 5, graph c.
• d. removing: finally, all the action clips containing fewer than Ns video shots, with Ns <= 4
(empirically determined), are being removed. Those segments are very likely to be the result
of false detections, containing one or several gradual transitions (e.g. a ”fade-out” - ”fade-in”
sequence). An example is presented in Figure 5, graph d.
16

The results of the proposed algorithm depend on the choice of parameter T , thus the size of
the temporal window. Several tests were performed on various animated movies for different values
of T , namely T ∈ {1, ..., 10} seconds. Globally, the value of T is related to the granularity of the
action clips. Using small values of T , will result in a high density of small length action clips (action
clips are over-segmented). On the other hand, a high value of T will result in fewer, but longer,
action clips (action clips are sub-segmented). A good compromise between the length of the action
clips and the action clip density proved T = 5 seconds.
Once the global action information was determined (i.e. action clips), we proceed further to refine
it through the analysis of the shots visual activity, which is described in the following paragraph.

7

Analysis of shot visual activity

The aim of this processing step is to determine visual activity at shot level, as the highly variable
content is, in general, exciting for the viewer. This information is used, first, to assist in the
production of the video trailer by emphasizing, from the action clips, the shots with an exciting
visual content (varied content), and secondly, to retrieve key frames in a storyboard-like manner,
i.e. one image for each different scene/event [31].
The proposed method was inspired from color median filtering techniques, in which the output
of the filter is the most representative value, thus the one which minimizes the cumulative sum of
distances to all the other values. To capture the pattern of visual changes, we use histograms of
cumulative inter-frame distances, as follows.

7.1

Preprocessing

First, we use some preprocessing steps. The shot is temporally sub-sampled, being processed with
a step of two images, i.e. only one frame from two is retained. Then, we use a spatial sub-sampling.
Each retained frame is divided into non-overlapping blocks of n × n pixels, with n ∈ {2, 3, 4, ...},
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and for each block only one pixel is retained. The n value is determined on the original image
size to achieve a final image resolution around 100 × 100 pixels. As color histograms are statistical
measures, spatial sub-sampling will not affect significantly the accuracy of the method. These
processing steps aim at reducing the computational time.
To compute color histograms, one has to reduce the number of colors, as frames come with true
color palette (16 million colors). We use a very fast uniform quantization of the RGB color space
into only 5 × 5 × 5 colors (5 intervals for each color axis). The typical visual quality loss which
occurs with such an approach is reduced with animated movies due to their restraint variability of
color hues (see Section 3).

7.2

Histogram of inter-frame cumulative distances

For each retained frame of index i, from the current shot k, we compute its color histogram, denoted
i
(c), in which c is the color index, c ∈ {1, ..., 125}. To evaluate the distance between frames,
Hshot
k

we use the classical Manhattan distance, denoted dM (), which provides a good compromise between
the computational complexity and the quality of the results. We use a version of this distance which
is normalized to 1, thus:
j
i
dM (Hshot
, Hshot
)
k
k

=

P125

j
− Hshot
(c)|
k
2 · Np

i
c=1 |Hshotk (c)

(5)

in which Np represents the number of pixels and i and j are two frame indexes.
The inter-frame cumulative distance for the current frame i of the shot k, denoted dshotk (i), is
given by the following equation:
dshotk (i) =

X

j
i
dM (Hshot
, Hshot
)
k
k

(6)

j∈S,i6=j

in which S is the set of the retained frames for shot k.
This measure gives us information on the correlation between the frame i and the other frames.
If the cumulative distance is low, we may conclude that frame i is similar to most of the shot’s
frames, while if the distance is high, then the image must be different from most of the frames.
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To be able to compare the histogram of cumulative distances for different shots, we use a
normalized version of the distance dshotk (i), which corresponds to the average distance, thus:
dshotk (i)
Card(S) − 1

Dshotk (i) =

(7)

in which Card() returns the size of a set.
The histogram of cumulative inter-frame distances, ℵD
shotk is computed after quantifying Dshotk (i)
q
values into Nb bins, denoted Dshot
(i), in which i ∈ S and q = 1, ..., Nb . ℵD
shotk is further determined
k

as:
ℵD
shotk (dq ) =

X

q
δ(Dshot
(i) − dq )
k

(8)

i∈S

in which S is the frame set for the shot k, dq is a quantified value of the normalized cumulative
inter-frame distance, q represents the bin index and δ(x) = 1 if x = 0 and 0 otherwise. A good
tradeoff between computational complexity and the precision of the histogram is Nb = 100.
Further on, we use the analysis of histogram shape to measure how visual activity is related to
the distribution of cumulative distances within the shot.

7.3

Visual activity vs. histogram shape

After observing and analyzing several examples of histograms of cumulative inter-frame distances
for a large variety of animated movies, we conclude that, despite the diversity of histograms, they
can be projected basically into only a limited number of patterns, which are related to the type of
shot content. We identify four classes, thus:

• pattern 1 - histograms with small distance: all the values of the cumulative distance are
small and therefore there is a reduced variability of the visual content (shot content is almost
constant);
• pattern 2 - histograms with both small and high distances: most of the cumulative distances
are small, but there are a few frames which are very different from the others. This scenario
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corresponds to shots in which the visual content is mainly constant, but with some important
visual changes (e.g. a scene with a moving object/character);
• pattern 3 - multi-modal histograms: the shot contains different groups of similar frames.
This scenario corresponds in general to several static scenes which are connected by camera
motion;
• pattern 4 - single-mode histograms: the histogram has only one mode, but the cumulative
distances are high. Such shots are composed of many different frames suggesting a constantly
changing content which may result from continuous motion or due to the use of special color
effects.

Some examples of histogram shapes and their corresponding shot contents are presented in
Figure 9. For instance, a histogram of pattern 2 corresponds to a shot which contains a predominant
group of similar content images, e.g. a focus on a character, as well as some important changes
caused by a camera zoom-in motion (see shot [8612 − 8657] from movie ”Ferrailles” in Figure 9),
while a histogram of pattern 3 corresponds to a shot with several groups of similar frames, which
result from a 3D camera motion with several focuses and delays on some interest points of the scene
(see shot [78 − 735] from movie ”The Buddy System” in Figure 9).
Figure 6 depicts the spatial distribution of the frames from the previous shots, according to
visual similarities. We use a 2D projection of the multidimensional feature space determined by
i
frame color histograms Hshot
. The axis are determined by the first two principal components of
k

histogram data, as they account for as much of the variability in the data as possible [35]. Each
frame corresponds to a point in the transformed feature space.
Comparing Figure 9 and 6, one may observe that the visual similarity between the frames is well
represented with the cumulative inter-frame histogram ℵD
shotk . For instance, the shot [8612 − 8657]
from movie ”Ferrailles” presents a group of similar frames (see the blue circle in Figure 6), which
correspond to the only mode of the histogram ℵD
shotk (see Figure 9), as well as some different frames
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"Ferrailles", shot [8612-8657]
C1

small cumulative
distances

high cumulative
distances

C2
C1

"The Buddy System", shot [78-735]

second mode

third mode
first mode

C2

Figure 6: Spatial distribution of frames in the feature space formed by color histograms (the vertical
and horizontal axis correspond to the first two principal components of histogram data, each point
is a frame).
which correspond to high cumulative distances. The shot [78 − 735] from movie ”The Buddy
System” presents three groups of similar frames (see the blue circles in Figure 6) which correspond
to the three modes of the histogram ℵD
shotk , and some different frames which correspond, as for the
previous case, to high cumulative distances (see Figure 9).

7.4

Determining histogram shape

The previously determined patterns of the histogram ℵD
shotk are detected using multimodal histogram
analysis. A histogram is considered to be a histogram with small distances (pattern 1), if the
maximum cumulative distance over the shot frames is below than a certain threshold, thus:
Max|i∈S {Dshotk (i)} < τ1
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(9)

in which i is the frame index, S is the set of the retained frames for shot k and τ1 is a threshold
which was set empirically to 0.12.
Histograms with, both, small and high distances (pattern 2) are determined using some basic
statistics of Dshotk values. The idea is to position the mean value of Dshotk with respect to the
minimum and maximum values. We use the following test:
Mean{Dshotk ()} − Min{Dshotk ()} <
1
· (Max{Dshotk ()} − Min{Dshotk ()})
τ2

(10)

Therefore, a shot contains both small and high distance values if the previous condition is satisfied,
thus if the gap between minimum and mean Dshotk values is less than a fraction of the gap between
maximum and minimum Dshotk values. The threshold τ2 was set to 5 after several experimental
tests.
If a histogram fails to comply with one of the previous cases, we search for significant histogram
peaks using an adaptation of the approach proposed in [36]. At a coarse level, we first retain all
the histogram local maxima. These values are then filtered in three steps:
• the first step consists in removing all the insignificant values, i.e. with an amplitude less than
5% of the maximum peak;
• the second step removes neighbor local maxima, e.g. at a distance less than 3 bins. In this
case, from two neighbor peaks, we retain only the highest peak;
• the final step, assures that the gap between two peaks is well important, which happens if the
following condition is true, thus:
2 · ℵ̄
<= 0.75
+ ℵD
shotk (p2 )

ℵD
shotk (p1 )

(11)

in which p1 and p2 are the histogram bins corresponding to the two peaks and ℵ̄ is the
histogram average value given by:
ℵ̄ =

p2
X
1
ℵD (b)
·
p2 − p1 + 1 b=p1 shotk
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(12)

where b is a histogram bin. If the condition is false, then from the two peaks we remove the
smallest one.

The remaining peaks are, in general, related to histogram modes [36]. Therefore, if the number
of peaks is greater than one, then, the histogram is a multi-modal histogram (pattern 3), while if
only one peak is retained, then the histogram is single-mode (pattern 4).

8

Video abstraction

Once the action information is retrieved, we proceed with video abstraction. As stated before, we
aim at providing a tool for improving and enhancing browsing video contents in the context of
content-based retrieval of animated movies with the Animaquid Indexing System [20].
Due to the fact that static and dynamic abstracts are both necessary with video indexing
systems, being efficient in different scenarios (see Section 1), we tackle both approaches. For a
quick browse of the visual content, we constitute a storyboard-like summary, which follows the
movie events by providing each particular movie scene with one key frame, while for a ”sneak peak”
of the movie action content we propose a trailer-like video skim, which provides only the most
interesting action parts. The algorithms are presented with the following sub-sections.

8.1

Adaptive summary construction

The proposed video summary aims at presenting one image for each individual movie scene, in the
storyboard manner. The key frames are extracted at shot level and the number of key frames is
adapted to the variability of the shot visual content. Basically, we extract one key frame for each
group of similar content images. This is done by taking into account the shape of the histogram
ℵD
shotk .
For a shot with a cumulative histogram of pattern 1, i.e. small distances, and thus with low
visual variability, we extract only one key frame. If {f ramei }, with i = 1, ..., N (N is the number
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of frames) denotes the frame set of the current shot, then, the key frame, f ramek , is extracted
according to the following equation:
k = argmin|i∈{1,...,N }(Dshot (i))

(13)

in which Dshot (i) is the cumulative inter-frame distance given by equation 7. Therefore, the key
frame is the median image in terms of cumulative distances.
A shot with both small and high distances (pattern 2) is represented with two key frames. This
type of video shot contains mainly a group of similar frames, as well as some different content
images. To capture the content with a reduced visual variability, the first key frame is the median
image, selected according to equation 13. The second key frame, aims at representing the changing
content and is selected as f ramel , with l given by:
l = argmax|i∈{1,...,N }(Dshot (i))

(14)

This frame is theoretically the most different one, providing the maximal cumulative distance over
all the other frames.
For shots with cumulative histograms of pattern 3, i.e. multi-modal, which contain different
groups of similar content frames, we analyze the histogram peak repartition (see Section 7.4). The
idea is to extract one key frame for each individual group of similar pictures. To do so, we select one
key frame for each histogram peak, as being the median image given by equation 13 when applied
only to the frames which contributed to the peak value of the histogram.
Finally, single-mode histograms are represented with two key frames. In this case, the shot
presents a high variability. This is the most difficult case, because a changing content requires a
large number of key frames. However, selecting many images, is not always efficient, due to the
probability of capturing transition images. We use a compromise and the key frames are selected
with the same strategy as for the histograms of pattern 2, thus according to equations 13 and 14
(the most common image and the most different one).
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The video summary preserves the temporal evolution of the movie, key frames being synchronized respecting time. Some experimental results are presented in Section 9.

8.2

Trailer production

To produce a video highlight, similar to the concept of a video trailer, we use a simple and efficient
straightforward approach. It basically consists in summarizing the previously detected action clips.
As stated before, with this approach, the trailer captures the movie most ”uncommon” parts (see
Section 6.3). The movie trailer is computed thus:
trailer =

M N
m
[
[

n
seqp%

(15)

m=1 n=1

in which M is the number of action clips, Nm represents the number of video shots within the
n
action clip m, seqp%
is an image sequence which contains p% of the shot n frames. As the action

takes place most likely in the middle of a shot, the sequence is shot centered. Retaining a number
of frames according to the shot length, provides longer shots with more details, which are more
valuable as they contain more information.
The choice of parameter p is related to histogram ℵD
shotk . We adapt the amount of the retained
shot information to its visual activity. Therefore, for shots with a cumulative histogram of pattern
1 or 2, which contain similar color information, we use a smaller value of p, around 15%. On the
other hand, for shots with cumulative histograms of patterns 3 or 4, which contain much more
action information, we use p = 35%. The values of p were empirically determined after the manual
analysis of several animated movies. The constraint is, first of all, to assure the visual continuity
of the trailer, as well as to preserve an optimal trailer length. Several experimental results are
presented in the next section.
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9

Experimental results

The evaluation of video abstraction techniques is in general a subjective task, as it mainly relies
on human perception. A consistent evaluation framework is actually missing, especially due to
the constraints of this process, e.g. for a certain video sequence one may produce, not one, but
many abstracts to cope with some quality constraints, an objective groundtruth for the evaluation
is often missing, comparing different abstracts proves to be a difficult process, as even for humans
it is difficult to decide whether one video abstract is better than another.
Most of the existing video abstraction methods propose their own evaluation strategy, which
often lacks of consistency and universality. However, the existing approaches can be grouped in
three major categories, namely: the description of the results, the use of objective metrics and user
studies [6].
With the first approach, the proposed video abstraction technique is tested on a reduced set
of video sequences and the results are presented and discussed to prove their efficiency. This
is the most popular and simple form of evaluation, but lacks, from experimental justifications,
of why the proposed technique would still work outside the few described video samples. The
second approach proposes to quantify the quality of the results with some numerical scores, e.g.
the sequence reconstruction error, some fidelity functions, etc. Also, in this case, there is no
experimental justification for whether the metric maps well to human judgement regarding the
quality of the abstract, or even so, if this guarantees the relevance of the abstract.
To test the efficiency of our approach, we jointly provide some manual descriptions of the results
and a user study, which is probably the most useful and realistic form of evaluation, as it involves
the human user in the evaluation process. In this way, the quality of the abstract gets judged,
directly by the ”consumer of the product” and the user’s level of satisfaction is proportional to
the quality of the results. As several different people are involved in the evaluation process, the
subjectivity is reduced and thus the results are closer to reality.
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User studies provide, in general, only non-visual results, therefore, first, we perform a manual
analysis of the results for several representative videos while providing some visual examples. The
second evaluation is an objective evaluation achieved through an evaluation campaign. We have
conducted a user study involving 27 people (students, didactic personnel and several animation
experts, with ages varying from 21 to 49). The tests were performed on a selection composed
of 10 animated movies from CITIA [3], namely: ”Casa” (6min15s), ”Circuit Marine” (5min35s),
”Ferrailles” (6min15s), ”François le Vaillant” (8min56s), ”Gazoon” (2min47s), ”La Bouche Cousue”
(2min48s), ”La Cancion du Microsillon” (8min56s), ”Le Moine et le Poisson” (6min), ”Paroles en
l’Air” (6min50s) and ”The Buddy System” (6min19s).
The test protocol consists in showing the participants, first, the entire movie and then, the
proposed movie trailer and video summary. The video summaries are presented as slideshows (1
image/1.5 seconds). After visualizing each abstract, the participants were asked to answer several
questions concerning the quality of the proposed abstracts. The answers are quantified into several
degrees for which a score is assigned.
For each sequence, we ,then, compute the average score, which provides an overall appreciation,
as well as its standard deviation, which provides information about the non-concordance of the
results. The results are described with the following sections.

9.1

Adaptive summary evaluation

Several results are illustrated in Figure 7 and 9. Overall, the proposed video summarization strategy gives a good representation of the shot contents, key frames being selected according to the
complexity of each shot.
Figure 9 presents some examples of shot summaries for different patterns of cumulative histograms. For instance, multi-modal histograms conclude with one key frame for each individual
group of similar pictures, e.g. the shot [78 − 735] from the movie ”The Buddy System”, which
contains a 3D continuous camera motion with several focuses on some interesting points of the
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One image per shot (middle)

Figure 7: Comparison between the proposed adaptive summary and the abstract obtained with one
image per shot (middle frame): shot boundaries are depicted with red vertical lines, the shot number
is depicted with white (extract from the full summary of movie ”Circuit Marine” [4], temporal order
from top to bottom and left to right).
scene, is summarized with one representative frame for each focus point, or the shot [4847 − 4906]
in which the key frames correspond to each of the two different scenes. On the other hand, visual
effects and constant changes may lead to some artificial histogram modes and thus to redundant
key frames, as it is the case of frame 2561 extracted from shot [2204 − 3172], movie ”Le Roman
de Mon Ame”. Shots containing only one group of similar frames and several visual changes, are
summarized with one common image and one image which captures the variability of the content,
see shot [1167 − 1409] from the movie ”Le Roman de Mon Ame” or shot [8612 − 8657] from movie
”Ferrailles”. Due to histogram invariance, constant shots are summarized with only one image,
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despite any object motion of other small movements, see shot [3246 − 3433] from movie ”Gazoon”.
Figure 7 compares the proposed video summary against a standard approach, i.e. extracting
one image for each shot (the middle frame). The adaptive summary provides more details for a
changing content (e.g. shots 1, 6, 12, 19, 24, 32 from Figure 7), while only one frame is extracted
from constant shots (e.g. shots 2, 27, 31, 40, 47 from Figure 7). Overall, this results in a picture
story of the entire movie action content.
However, a less subjective evaluation is given by the user campaign. The results are presented
in Figure 8. For the video summary, the evaluation consisted in answering to two questions, thus:
• the first question concerns the quality of the movie content representation with the abstract,
namely: ”Do you think that the proposed summary fits well the movie content ? ”. For the
evaluation the score range from 0 to 10, with the following signification: 0-don’t know, 1,2-not
at all, 3,4-very little, 5,6-partially, 7,8-almost entirely, 9,10-entirely;
• the second question concerns the length of the summary, thus: ”What do you think of the
length of the video summary ? ”. For this question the scores range also from 0 to 10 having the
following meaning: 0-don’t know, 1.2-too short, 3,4- short, 5,6-appropriate, 7,8-long, 9,10-very
long.
Concerning the representation of the underling movie contents, the proposed video summary
achieved an average score, over all the sequences, of 6.9 and an average standard deviation of 1.7,
while for the length of the movie we score an average value of 6.1 and an average standard deviation
of 1.5.
Therefore, the proposed summary was perceived as preserving almost entirely the movie contents,
while preserving in general an appropriate length. However, the summary was less efficient for movies
with a very complex content, when the number of ”don’t know” answers was important, e.g. 11 for
the movie ”La Cancion du Microsillon”, or when the perception of the movie varies from a user to
another, e.g. ”Le Moine et le Poisson” (high dispersion of the answers, standard deviation 2.3).
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Figure 8: The results of the user evaluation campaign: the oX axis corresponds to the tested movies
while the oY axis corresponds to the movie average score, the standard deviation is depicted with
vertical segments and gray bars correspond to the number of ”don’t know” answers.

9.2

Video trailer evaluation

In this case, the user evaluation consisted in answering two questions about the coverage of the
movie action parts, as well as concerning the length of the summary, namely:

• for the first question, ”Do you think that the proposed trailer contains the most important
parts of the movie ? ”, the answers are quantified with a score ranging from 0 to 10, with the
following meaning: 0-don’t know, 1,2-not at all, 3,4-very few, 5,6-some, 7,8-almost all and
9,10-all of them;
• the second question ”What do you think of the length of the proposed trailer ? ” uses scores
from 0 to 4, meaning: 0-very short, 1-short, 2-appropriate, 3-long and 4-very long.

The results are depicted in Figure 8. Overall, the proposed video trailer was perceived as
providing almost all the movie’s important parts, with a global average score, over all the sequences,
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of 7.7 and a standard deviation of 1.3. This corresponds to our goal, as video trailers do not aim
at providing all the action contents or exciting parts. Compared to the video summary, thanks to
the dynamic content, the trailer was naturally more attractive for the viewers, thus the answers are
less dispersed (smaller standard deviation) while the number of ”don’t know” answers is reduced
(5 vs. 14).
The trailer length, was considered appropriate, with a global average score of 2.6 and a standard
deviation of 0.6. However, for movies with a predominant action content, e.g. ”François le Vaillant”,
”Ferrailles”, the trailer length tends to be longer (see Figure 8).
In Table 3 we compare the length of the proposed trailer against the original movie and a
standard skimming approach which consists of retaining p% frames from each individual video shot
(we take p=25% which is close to the average p value used with the trailer construction, see Section
8.2).
One may notice that the trailer provides a good reduction of the original movie contents, with an
average compression around 9:1, while the max value is up to 21:1 (see Table 3). This is done while
preserving the movie’s most important parts, as confirmed by the previous results. Also, compared
to the standard approach, in most of the cases, the trailer is more efficient. The only cases when
the trailer approaches the skim length is for some of the movies with a predominant action content,
that is a high action ratio (see in Table 3 the movies with an action ratio above 85%), in which the
action ratio is defined as the total length of the action clips divided by the total movie length.

10

Conclusions

In this paper we address the video abstraction issue for content-based browsing of animated movies
in the framework of automatic video indexing. We propose a unified approach for generating, both
static summaries and dynamic video skims, to help in browsing video content, as each type of
abstract proved to be efficient in different scenarios.
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For a quick browse of the movie visual content, video summaries are the fastest solution, therefore
we propose a storyboard-like summary, which follows the movie events by providing each particular
movie scene with one key frame. This is carried out at shot level by capturing the shot visual
activity with histograms of cumulative inter-frame distances. The number of key frames is adapted
to histogram mode distribution and thus fits the shot visual content.
On the other hand, for a ”sneak peak” of the movie dynamic action content, we propose a
trailer-like video skim, which provides only the most interesting parts of the movie. Our approach
is based on highlighting action through the analysis of the movie rhythm (frequency of shot changes)
coped with the analysis of shot visual activity. To solve the problem of producing trailers for movies
with a more or less static content, for which the notion of trailer is rather ambiguous, as we cannot
speak of action or exciting scenes, we adapt the notion of action to each movie content.
The novelty of this work is in the efficiency of this relatively standard approach, when transposed
and adapted to the specificity of the animation domain. The performance of our approach has been
confirmed through several user studies, directly by the ”consumers of the product” (i.e. the endusers) as well as through the manual analysis of the results.
Overall, the proposed abstracts were appreciated as being representative enough for movie contents, while maintaining in general an appropriate length. A good reduction of the original video
content is achieved with the video trailer, i.e. average compression ratio 9:1, that is while still preserving most of the interesting parts of the movie. Compared to the video summary, the trailer was
naturally more attractive for the viewers, thanks to the dynamic content. One possible drawback,
is the summary’s length, which, for movies with a high activity content tends to be perceived as
being long.
However, one may notice in general the subjectivity of the video abstraction evaluation process.
Even involving the user, it is difficult to have an objective measure of the quality of the results.
For instance, movies with a complex content resulted in a high dispersion of user answers, while for
some other movies, most of the viewers could not decide whether the video abstract is relevant.
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Also, was conducting an evaluation campaign can prove to be a very tricky task, and has to
be carefully handled, as there are several side effects of such process. For instance, comparing
several different skims for the same movie (e.g. proposed trailer vs. standard shot-based skimming
approach), is unreliable, as users tend to familiarize with movie contents and no longer differentiate
the skims. Also, visualizing movie abstracts for several sequences, as well as the original movies,
is time demanding and triggers the user’s fatigue. The repeated process, reduces progressively the
quality of the evaluation.
Future work mainly consists in enhancing the feature set used for action detection by considering the motion information. At some levels, the visual changes caused by motion are captured
with the histograms of cumulative inter-frame distances, but having specific information about fast
camera/object motion would be more valuable for the production of the video trailer.
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Table 1: Movie rhythm versus action content.
Movie
”Hot action”

Segment [frames]

Length [s]

v̄T

2961-3443
9581-10134
11456-11812
5303-5444
8391-8657
7113-7401
14981-15271
2917-3582
99962-101090
101710-102180
6428-6775

19
22
14
6
11
11
12
27
45
19
14

3.51
3.82
3.25
5
3.38
3.7
2.33
2.75
3.84
4.43
3.5

9901-10596
27908-28567
59025-59790
68230-68869
76128-77138
1561-1957
7969-8293
11761-12272

28
26
31
26
40
16
13
20

1.75
1.85
1.95
1.92
2.22
2.14
1.94
1.4

633-1574
6945-8091
4257-6523
6898-7683
4662-5535
37209-38769
66027-67481

38
46
91
31
35
62
58

0.31
0.37
0.18
0.38
0.17
0.62
0.46

François le Vaillant
Ferrailles
Circuit Marine
The Lyon and the Song
Toy Story
Le Moine et le Poisson
”Regular action”

Toy Story

François le Vaillant
”Low action”
Le Trop Petit Prince
François le Vaillant
A Bug’s Life

Table 2: Action groundtruth.
Action type
E{v̄T }
σv̄T
interval

”Hot action”
3.65
0.85
2.8-∞

”Regular action” ”Low action”
1.97
0.48
0.29
0.23
1.67-2.26
0.25-0.71
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Movie

Length

”François le Vaillant”
”La Bouche Cousue”
”Ferrailles”
”Casa”
”Circuit Marine”
”Gazoon”
”La Cancion du Microsillon”
”Le Moine et le Poisson”
”Paroles en l’Air”
”The Buddy System”
”A Viagem”
”David”
”Greek Tragedy”

8min56s
2min48s
6min15s
6min15s
5min35s
2min47s
8min56s
6min
6min50s
6min19s
7min32s
8min12s
6min32s

Trailer
Shot-based
length
skim length
1min25s
2min15s
16s
42s
1min31s
1min34s
42s
1min30s
55s
1min22s
35s
42s
52s
2min13s
55s
1min30s
57s
1min42s
1min
1min36s
1min
1min48s
23s
1min58s
24s
1min36s

# Shots Action
ratio
164
70%
39
52.5%
138
98%
49
87%
125
87%
31
89%
97
55%
99
74%
63
77%
77
77%
54
71%
27
40%
29
48%

Table 3: A comparative study of the archived trailer length.
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Compression
ratio
6:1
10:1
4:1
9:1
6:1
4:1
10:1
7:1
7:1
6:1
8:1
21:1
16:1

pattern 3: "The Buddy System", shot [78-735]

selected key frames
78

113

116

122

134

138

149

168

176

202

226

241

295

...

pattern 3: "The Buddy System", shot [4847-4906]

selected key frames
4847

4853

4859

4866

4869

4871

4873

4876

4882

4889

4896

4900

4905

1311

1350

1401

3014

3064

3169

pattern 2: "Le Roman de Mon Ame", shot [1167-1409]

selected key frames
1167

1173

1179

1187

1208

1229

1237

1247

1256

1276

pattern 3: "Le Roman de Mon Ame", shot [2204-3172]

selected key frames
2235

2261

2321

2371

2436

2527

2561

2608

2841

2995

pattern 4: "Ferrailles", shot [8562-8612]

selected key frames
8563

8566

8568

8575

8579

8583

8585

8590

8595

8599

8612

pattern 2: "Ferrailles", shot [8612-8657]

selected key frames
8613

8615

8617

8619

8621

8623

8629

8637

8643

8654

3405

3416

pattern 1: "Gazoon", shot [3246-3433]

selected key frames

3246

3260

3280

3292

3304

3325

3336

3364

Figure 9: Shot summarization using histograms of cumulative inter-frame distances: oX axis corre40 to histogram value. Each shot is summarized
sponds to histogram bins while oY axis corresponds
with several representative images for visualization purpose (bottom of the histogram). Selected
key frames are marked with red rectangles (detailed on the right side of the histogram).

